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Abstract
At a prevalence of almost 1%, potential epileptic seizures manifest a signi�cant health risk for many juvenile patients. Thus,
monitoring is essential to set early counteractive measurements to prevent from damage. The sensor-based monitoring
systems mainly address epileptic seizures indicated by a change in the muscle tonus but cannot be utilized for patients that
show Prévost’s-sign only. To monitor initiating Prévost’s-sign with opened-eyes as critical visual feature, the applicability of
deep-learning eye detection systems on night vision images is evaluated in this paper as basis for modelling and classifying the
eye state (closed, opened, not visible). A holistic research prototype is presented as proof of concept, showing the applicability
of state-of-the-art face detection on night vision images as well as multi-variate feature analysis on Graph segmentation
pre-fragmentation, applicable to detect the state of the eye in a robust way. Results show a single frame accuracy in face/eye
detection of 73.91% and 94.44% for classi�cation of the opened eyes as indication of a potentially initiating epileptic seizure.
The monitoring system is based on a Raspberry computation unit with two ELP night vision cameras attached and a smart
phone app for user-interaction and con�guration besides on-demand visual monitoring. Future work will show that the single
frame detection rate is su�cient for building up a rule-based monitoring state machine at user prede�ned sensitivity and
speci�city by analysing the visual content as time-series rather than single images.
Keywords: night vision monitoring; feature-based classi�cation; face detection; epileptic seizures; Prévost’s-sign

1. Introduction

Epileptic strokes are a very severe medical seizure thatcan lastly a�ect the health condition of the patient if noimmediate counteractive measures are taken. The alertsystems available on the market only address speci�ckinds of epileptic diseases as epilepsy in general is a

multilayered and complex illness showing a high levelof patient-speci�c variability. Thus, only the mostprominent groups of epileptic diseases are currentlycovered by medical alert systems available on the mar-kets.
For many patients su�ering from this disease, aninitiating epileptic seizure is indicated by changes in
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the muscle tonus. Tools such as Epi-Care from Germancompany Epitech GmbH (2021) or NightWatch by LivAs-sured B.V. (2021) claim to be able to detect changes inthe patient’s heart-beat rhythm, acceleration of mo-tion or muscle contraction in general by utilizing AIparadigms for detection. Unfortunately, these systemscan be utilized for patients only, that show a change inthe muscle tonus. If this sensory implication is not sig-ni�cant for a patient, common visual baby monitoringsystems can be utilized for manual observation by theparental overseer. The permanent monitoring of thediseased children marks a signi�cant burden and re-sponsibility for the parents and can only be marginallyautomated by utilizing monitoring systems. While thecaretakers try to avoid harm to the juvenile patientsu�ering from epilepsy at all costs, this permanentmonitoring of potentially overcautious custody repre-sents a huge burden and constriction of daily life forboth, the care-taking parents or siblings as well asthe teen patients according to �ndings of Tsuchie et al.(2006). Thus, the demand for an imperceptible andautomated monitoring system is huge to allow for ahigher level of freedom and quality of life while not in-creasing the patient’s stress level by disturbing soundor immersive lighting.
With the audio analytic system Lollipop Care by Mas-terwork Aoitek Tech Corp Ltd. (2021) or the visual anal-ysis of movement or children leaving their beds as of-fered by tool HelloBaby HB25 of HELLOBABY Ltd. (2021)only the monitoring of healthy babies or infants is pos-sible without hesitation. But for highly critical epilepsymonitoring with only marginal and �ne-grained visualimplications such as opening of the eyes or Prévost’s-sign these systems are not applicable.
With video EEG, a gold standard in the diagnosis ofepileptic seizures is available as discussed by Asano et al.(2005) and Schulc et al. (2009). Nevertheless, the hard-wired EEG hardware that can hardly be built up at homefor daily routine monitoring must be characterized assigni�cant limitation of freedom for the patient.
For many epileptic seizures, no change in the muscletonus can be identi�ed at all. Thus, the monitoring sys-tems available on the market cannot be utilized. Thesepatients often show the Prévost’s-sign (fr. Déviation

conjuguée, de. "Herdblick") named according to Prévost(1868), i.e. a non-in�uenceable aberrancy of the view-ing direction with both eyes wide open and permanentlygazing during a pathological seizure of the frontal brainarea. In case of strokes or speci�c epileptic seizures,both eyes are turned to the direction of the lesion in aparallel way, i.e. without parallax-conditioned strabis-mus.
Consequently, the demand for a non-invasive visualmonitoring system is high to allow for detection ofearly signs of initiating epileptic seizures for patientswith eyes opened and gazing during night as earlyindication.

1.1. Medical Background

Epilepsy can be named the most frequent chronic neu-rological disease at a prevalence of [0.5; 1.0]% and isextremely dangerous due to sever seizures recurringin an unpredictable way as analyzed by Sander (2003)and Forsgren et al. (2005). At an incidence of around[40; 70] per 100.000 residents and year, the chance ofan individual to contract epilepsy can be assessed by 3-
4% according to Baumgartner et al. (2019). Regardingthe incidence per age group, the bi-modal histogramindicates that there are two evident age groups whenpeople get a�ected by epilepsy, namely between in-fancy and adolescence with the second peak startingat seniority 60+ years according to MacDonald et al.(2000).
Eileptic seizures with observable motoric symptomsthat are indicated by changing muscle tonus can be de-tected based on sensor hardware, namely from micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) as in depth ana-lyzed by Schulc et al. (2009).

1.2. State of the Art

One critical, visual feature to detect uprising epilepticseizures is related with the state of the eye, de�n-ing if they are closed or opened. Algorithms for thiskind of scenario are commonly used in the area ofdriver drowsiness systems based on visual models asdescribed by Tian and Qin (2005) or Hong et al. (2007)or using Haar Cascades and circular Hough transforma-tions as presented by Fitriyani et al. (2016). Alternativemethods use cascade regressions as shown by Gou et al.(2017) or aspect ratios of facial landmarks as describedby Pandey and Muppalaneni (2021). Next to such clas-sic image processing approaches also machine learningbased methods are used in the area of driver drowsinessdetection as described by Dua et al. (2021) and Zhanget al. (2017), that use convolutional neural networksto detect the states of a person’s eyes. The area of ap-plication of the latter approach is comparable to oursin terms of using a infrared system instead of a RGBsystem to detect the state of the eyes and results ina high recognition accuracy. In di�erence to ours, allapproaches focuse on the eye state detection to evalu-ate a person’s blinking characteristics to determine thestate of drowsiness. These methods are mostly basedon daylight grayscale as well as RGB images in the con-text of driver monitoring systems, while our system isplaced within night vision images of sleeping personscreated with infrared cameras.
Besides these eye-speci�c detection and classi�ca-tion approaches, the vitreous body glaring in nightvision images can be detected by generic image pro-cessing strategies, too. With a pre-fragmentation ofthe input image according to sub-image regions ofsimilar intensities or enclosed by high gradients, thetask of instance segmentation can be formulated as
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generic multi-variate feature-classi�cation problemthat is applicable to various 2D and 3D image analysisdomains in medicine as in depth analyzed by Zwettler(2014), too.
Based on a pre-fragmentation, for all of the sub-image regions a bag of features is calculated per classwith the class similarity to be calculated based on CDF(cumulated density function), PDF (probability densityfunction) or the Mahalanobis distance as introduced byMahalanobis (1936) to incorporate the correlation ofthe features within the bag-of-feature vector. In caseof an insu�cient amount of input samples thus leadingto a sparse multi-dimensional feature density space,Monte Carlo simulation can be applied as delineated byAtanassov and Dimov (2008).

1.3. Night-Vision Based Monitoring of Uprising
Epileptic Seizures

In this research work we address several research ques-tions that are fundamental for the development of avision-based epilepsy monitoring system, namely:
• Is the performance of state of the art deep-learning (DL)
face detection models on night vision images su�cient
for practical application without need for re-training or
transfer learning?• Are conventional image processing concepts for image
pre-segmentation suitable to classify the eye state in a
reliable manner by applying a rule-based bag-of-feature
classi�cation?

While these research questions are addressed andanswered by implementing and evaluating a researchprototype, the applicability of this approach in the med-ical domain, namely "Is the robust analysis of the eye state
at night a reliable and robust indication for uprising epileptic
seizures related to the Prévost’s-sign?" can only be an-swered by carrying out a clinical study together withour medical partners what needs to be achieved in fu-ture.

2. Material

The developed algorithms for monitoring uprisingepileptic seizures are tested based on multiple nightvision recordings of human faces. These images areacquired using di�erent setups with the following cam-era systems: (I) camera eufy Security SpaceView T8300-
M Babyphone and (II) camera ELP 1080P Nightvision IP
CAMERA. Additionally, three persons, one child and twoadults, are used as test subjects for the monitoringsystem. The images are inhomogeneous in di�erentaspects. There are di�erences according to the dimen-sions and bit depth and for this have a range from330×277 pixels up to 1920× 1080 pixels and a bit depthof 24, respectively 32 bit. Additionally, the orientationof the pictures varies between landscape and portrait
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Figure 1. Concept of the monitoring system prototype. Two camerasystems monitor the patient from di�erent views and send the video-stream to the Raspberry computing unit that carries out the deep-learning based face recognition. The frames are then fragmented uti-lizing Graph segmentation before they get classi�ed according to apre-calibrated eye model (open, closed) at 1 fps. In case of an emer-gency, an alarm is reported onto the monitoring app.

captures, too. Next to the technical di�erences alsothe images’ content di�ers according to the brightnessand the included sections of the test persons. The testimages contain situations, where the person’s face iscompletely visible, to pictures, where parts of the faceare occluded e.g. by a pillow or a blanket. Since the de-sired ideal situation of the presented approach targetsimages containing the uncovered face of the monitoredperson, we have separated the images into two testdata sets. The �rst data set contains 37 images fromcamera system (I) and the second data set contains 50images from camera system (II). The images from thesecond data set have a higher quality than the onesfrom the �rst data set, but they are rather too brightfor the eye state classi�cation due to multiple areas ofspecular re�ection besides the eyes.

3. Methodology

An overview of the hardware and infrastructure setupof the epilepsy monitoring research prototype is shownin �gure 1. The three main parts, namely the facerecognition, the model comparison as well as the modelcalibration are all addressed in this paper. A high levelof modularization on the software architecture allowsto replace the components in a generic way. The centralsystem receives the video stream from the cameras andgets information from the modules Face Recognition and
Comparison to get the necessary information about theposition of the face and eyes and the state of the person.Thereby, the state means if there is a person visible andif the eyes are opened or closed. Dependent on the statethe system triggers an alarm on the smartphone, sothat the user can handle a probably upcoming seizure.
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3.1. Hardware Setup of the Monitoring System

For the monitoring system hardware setup, a RaspberryPi 4 is utilized as the central processing unit of thesystem. It is connected with two cameras for gatheringthe video stream from varying views. The camerasfrom ELP feature night-vision at high image resolutionof 1080 pixels. The connection to the Raspberry Pi isestablished by utilizing USB connections. The camerashave to be placed around the person to be monitoredso that sleeping on the back and both sides is at leastcovered within the cumulative camera viewing frustum.
3.2. Pre-Fragmentation with Graph Segmentation

For input images I where the face detection suc-ceeds, local regions R ⊂ I are the basis for subse-quent feature analysis. The regions thereby get pre-fragmented according to local adjacent intensity homo-geneity. Thereby, potential eye region Ri are derivedfrom Graph segmentation applied to all pixels withinthe bounding box from face detection. The Graph seg-mentation as presented by Zahn (1971) and recentlydiscussed by Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher (2004)allows for intensity/edge based pre-fragmentation ofgrayscale input images similar to conventional water-shed transformation e.g. known from Beucher andLantuéjoul (1979). For the Graph segmentation utilizedin this research work, the parameters sigma = 0.4 forsmoothing the image via gaussian �lter and k = 80as constant for the threshold function are utilized.Besides, min_size = 15 as minimum component size,where components smaller than min_size are joinedtogether, is chosen for the segmentation to achieve awell-balanced fragmentation granularity.
3.3. Modelling the Eye State

A feature F is generally de�ned as a function evalu-ating a real-valued result for an input region Ri as
F : I[R]→ R for regions R1 = {R1,R2, . . . ,Rn} belong-ing to the same class X . Values of feature F typically arestatistically distributed around mean µ with standarddeviation σ and thus can be statistically approximatedby a normal distribution as F ∼ N (µ,σ2). In the calibra-tion phase the statistical deviation of the feature valuesper class X = {X1,X2, . . . ,Xm} are generally derived from
a training set D = {(Rk, xk)}Nk=1 with N regions assigneda certain class label of X.
Thus for feature Fl and class Xo, the mean is cal-culated as µlo = mean D(xo) and standard deviation as

σ2lo = std D(xo), approximating the feature value distri-bution as normal distribution with Flo ∼ N (µlo ,σ2lo). Thefeatures are then normalized to range [0; 1].
Generally, not a single feature Fl is feasible for clas-si�cation of test regions, but several di�erent featuresare required to be incorporated to cover di�erent as-

pects and characteristics as bag-of-features vector.
For each of the classes XeyeOpen and XeyeClosed, themodel is calculated as delineated above from severalcamera-speci�c training images. For each image, theposition of the face via Face Recognition and the pre-fragmented regions from Graph segmentation are de-noted as regions Ri. For each region Ri of the trainingdata sets the following features Fl are calculated andutilized for modelling:

• F1: Region size, the average pixel count per region rel-ative to the size of the face calculated by the bound-ing box.• F2: Region Intensity, the average scalar pixel valueper region.• F3: Relative Region Intensity, the average scalar pixelvalue relative to the average intensity value withinthe entire face bounding box.• F6: Region Intensity Variability, the scalar value vari-ance within the region.• F7: Circularity, the region perimeter relative to theregion area compared to a perfect sphere.
With these intra-region features being indepen-dently calculated per region Ri, the discriminationbetween eye states XeyeOpen and XeyeClosed is featured.As the pre-fragmentation based on Graph segmen-tation leads to several candidate regions around theeye-position, the subsequent features are calculatedon an inter-region basis to evaluate and validate themost prominent eye region candidates in the sense of

meta-features, namely:
• F4: Vertical Relative Position, the vertical relative po-sition calculated w.r.t. the detected bounding boxper face.• F5: Horizontal Relative Position, the horizontal rela-tive position calculated w.r.t. the detected boundingbox per face. To support detection of both, left andright eye regions, the horizontal position always getsmirrored to left side, i.e. [0; 0.5].
As explained before, the feature values are calculatedrelative to the size of the face determined by the bound-ing box to ensure scale invariance. Furthermore, thefeature values are all normalized to [0; 1] per feature-model as stated before.
With this modelling, for the classes XeyeOpen and

XeyeClosed the expected feature statistics are modelledas normal deviation. These models can be used for theclassi�cation provided by module Comparison to deter-mine the state of the eyes by calculating the probabilityof an unknown region Ri w.r.t. the features of themodelled classes. The concept of Calibration is shownin the �gure 2.
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Figure 2. Concept of the module Calibration for training custom classi-�cation models for the patient’s image state. Features are calculatedfor regions from Graph segmentation applied within the face detectionbounding box. Normalized feature values for the states open/closedare then statistically evaluated to form a classi�cation model.

3.4. Face and Eye Detection

The eye detection service uses a python module called
mtcnn to detect face, eyes and nose. Based on the resultfrom the module the important key points are extractedand returned. Multi-task Cascaded Convolutional Net-works, short MTCNN, is a process which is built onthree stages of convolutional networks, that are ableto recognize faces and landmarks such as eyes, mouthand nose as stated by Zhang et al. (2016).
3.5. Classi�cation of the Eye State

For multivariate feature classi�cation, a vector F =
{F1,F2, . . . ,Fn} with n features is utilized for classi�-cation as delineated by Backhaus (2008) and Izenman(2008). In our model, n = 5 inter-region features areutilized with their similarity per class sim(Xi,Rk) =
P(Rk|Xi) calculated from the probability density func-tion (PDF). For each feature Fl it is expected that theBayesian inference probability calculated from the PDFof No for all classes Xo ∈ X, de�ned as

pdf(x,Xo,Flo) = 1√2πσ2lo exp
(
–
(
x – µlo)22σ2lo

)
(1)

with x ∈ R for Flo ∼ N (µlo ,σ2lo), at least partiallyoverlap. Thus, a Bayes error is introduced and no classi-�cation at 100% accuracy can be performed.
Features Fo of a class Xo are considered to be inde-pend and uncorrelated in all dimensions. Thus, multi-variate probability density function pdfind is calculatedwith
pdfind(X,Xo,Fo) = 1

|Fo| ·
∑

Fio∈Fo

pdf(xi,Xo,Fio) (2)

as average of the probability density functions foreach feature with function evaluation at positions in
vector X = {x1, . . . , xd} ∈ Rd.
The module Comparison can be used with a defaultmodel which de�nes the possible values of a certainstate. For modelling the state of a new image, the pro-cess starts with Face Recognition, to get the position of
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Figure 3. Concept of comparison to classify the state of the eyes ac-cording to the calibrated patient-speci�c models.

Table 1. Overview of the python modules which are utilized for theimplementation.
Module Usage Version
OpenCV Image processing 4.5.1
MTCNN Face detection 0.1.0
Tensor�ow Face detection 2.5.0-rc1
FLASK REST interfaces 1.1.2

the face and the eyes. In the area of the face, indicatedby ROI derived from the face detection, Graph segmen-tation is used to get the most relevant eye candidateregions. This approach is especially useful for nightvision images, because open eyes can be detected easilyby their brightness. The detected regions are comparedwith the models and an accordance to each feature ofeach model is calculated with the probability densityfunction. The result of the comparison are two prob-abilities, which shows the accordance to each model(open/closed) and to the state "no eyes", like in ta-ble 6. The concept of the module Comparison is shownin Figure 3.

4. Implementation

The implementation of the modules Face Recognition,
Comparison and Calibration is based on Python in ver-sion 3.8+. Table 1 shows the utilized modules and theirusage. Most of the operations are supported by mod-ules which are common in use: Pandas, SciPy, Matplotliband NumPy. These modules provide multiple methodsfor calculations on image data and useful data struc-tures like DataFrame and ndarray. For an independentand encapsulated implementation, the project providesREST endpoints for each module. The results are pro-vided in JSON format. The implementation of the RESTendpoints is written with FLASK, a web applicationframework.
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Table 2. Accuracy of Face Recognition for two data sets compared withMicrosoft Face Detection.
Accuracy Face Recognition Accuracy Microsoft Tool

Data set a 56.76% 81.08%
Data set b 73.91% 80.00%

5. Results

In the following sections, results from the particularprocessing steps are presented and the overall classi�-cation is evaluated.
5.1. Face and Eye Detection

In �gure 4 the results from Face Recognition are anno-tated as a bounding box and dots for the key points,respectively. For anonymization, the images plottedin this paper are blurred. The module Face Recognitionprovides the coordinates of the detected face and thekey points in JSON format for independent subsequentuse.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Image (a) and image (b) are blurred for anonymization andshow the face detected from night vision input images as boundingbox, as well as eye and nose position marked by points.

The usage of the module mtcnn is compared with anonline tool for face recognition from the Microsoft Corp.(2021). For testing, there are two di�erent data sets inuse. Data set "a" is provided by the project initiator,where the images are a picture of the display of the babyphone and contains for face recognition tests 37 images.The second data set "b" is provided by students fromthe bio- and medical informatics study program andcontains 50 face recognition test images. The resultsof Face Recognition in table 2 are compared between thetwo data sets and with the online tool (Microsoft FaceDetection).
In table 6 you can see the results from the module

Comparison of the two data sets. The comparison makesonly sense if the Face Recognition leads to su�cientquality of results. Thus, these calculations are only per-formed on images where the Face Recognition works.Data set a contains 18 images and data set b 26 imagesfor the classi�cation of the eye state. The modulesare implemented in a generic and encapsulated way,

Table 3. Accuracy of the classi�cation of the eye state for two datasets.
Accuracy Eye State classi�cation

Data set a 94.44%
Data set b 57.69%

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5. Illustration of the Graph Segmentation pre-fragmentation.Images (a), (c), (e) are blurred for anonymization. The Graph Segmen-tation is applied to the detected face bounding boxes only to reduce thecomputational e�ort. For open eyes as seen in (c) and (e), the result-ing segmentation in (d) and (f) shows almost circular-shaped regions.For closed eyes as seen in (a), the segmentation results in a larger re-gion for the left eye of the person and a narrower region for the righteye.

so the exchange and improvement of the module Face
Recognition can be done in an independent way.

5.2. Pre-Fragmentation with Graph Segmentation

To allow for multivariate feature analysis as describedin the methodology section of this paper, a robustpre-fragmentation utilizing Graph segmentation is in-evitable. The parameters for the Graph segmentationare tuned to feature a reasonable number of resultingregions, i.e. especially having the opened eyes discrim-inated as congruent regions, see �gure 5 (d) and (f).With closed eyes, the eyes can tend to merge with otherface areas, cf. �gure 5 (b).
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5.3. Classi�cation of the Eye State

The classi�cation of the eye state uses the probabilitydensity function for each feature and each model. Thevalues of the new image are compared with a modelcontaining the feature values of the state "Open Eyes"and with a model for the state "Closed Eyes". Withthese calculations and comparison of each feature, themean accordance to each model can be calculated.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Image (a) showing a child with opened eyes and image (b)with a child having the eyes closed. Night vision images as basis foreye state classi�cation. Both images are blurred for anonymization.

The features to be evaluated per region Rj are shownfor the state models XeyeOpen and XeyeClosed in �gure 7and �gure 8. All of these features show a high levelof selectivity, thus leading to a small Bayes error. Es-pecially the mean relative intensity/brightness level(F3, 8.b) as well as the mean relative region size (F1,7.a) besides the sphericity (F7, 7.b) prove to be ade-quate for classi�cation. Combining these features inthe sense of multivariate feature analysis, a clear dis-tinction between the eye states open/closed becomespossible.
For the �nal decision between the open/closed eye-state, several candidate regions Rj around the potentialeye position can be taken into consideration. To allowfor robust selection of the most relevant regions for theleft and right eye, the two meta features from �gure 9,namely F4 (a) and F5 (b) are utilized.
The local features allow for a high single featureaccuracy, cf. table 4, while the meta features F4 and F5are utilized for determination of eye regions only, cf.table 5.

Table 4. Single local feature classi�cation accuracy for discriminationof XeyeOpen and XeyeClosed.
F1 F2 F3 F6 F7

acc. 0.9132 0.8527 0.9652 0.8507 0.9091

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Comparison of the local features F1 (a) and F7 (b) cal-culated from reference images with a person showing eyes in stateopen/closed. The feature statistics of the training data set are therebyillustrated as histogram. Thereby, the model distribution as XeyeOpenas well as XeyeClosed show a low level of overlapping only. These fea-tures are calculated per region Rj and combined to further reduce theBayes error.

Table 5. Single meta-feature classi�cation accuracy for discrimina-tion of XeyeOpen and XeyeClosed.
F4 F5

acc. 0.6758 0.6930

Table 6. Classi�cation of the eye state of �gure (a) with open eyes and�gure (b) with closed eyes.
Open Eyes Closed Eyes

Figure a - open eyes 0.8545 0.2408
Figure b - closed eyes 0.3587 0.5004

6. Discussion

As shown in the table 2, the results are in need of im-provement regarding stability of the face detection. Theposition of the cameras is crucial for the accuracy of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. Comparison of the local brightness/intensity features F2 (a),
F3 (b) and F6 (c) calculated from image with a person showing eyes inopen and closed state, respectively.

the module. The quality of the images of data set ais not that good, because the images are taken by thesmartphone from the display of the baby phone. Theimages of the student group in data set b are better in

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. The meta-features F4 (a) and F5 (b) for relative horizontaland vertical position show a very high level of overlap. They are not in-tended to discriminate the eye state XeyeOpen and XeyeClosed respectivelyper region Rj. Instead, candidate regions for left and right eye can beselected in a more robust way.

quality but the position of the camera can be enhancedfor further improvement. As you can see the resultsare not as good as the online tool from Microsoft FaceDetection. The reason why we used the module mtcnninstead of the Microsoft tool was the crucial data pri-vacy aspect of the private images in sleeping situations.Another reason was the small impact of the modulewhich should run on the Raspberry Pi 4 in future.
Regarding classi�cation, the results for data set a arequite promising as shown for features F1 and F3. Thedefault models XeyeOpen and XeyeClosed allow for a highlevel of predictability, i.e. showing almost no overlap.Consequently, there is no absolute need to interpretthe sparse bag of features vector as a multivariate dis-tribution.
In future usage, the user can provide a certainspeci�cally-trained model of the concerned person,which may provide better results. Consequently, uti-
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lizing speci�c custom models, variability of the imageacquisition hardware can be compensated for. For thecomparison process, the brightness of the images arerelevant as you can see from the results of the data set
b. Besides, region size and sphericity are good featuresto identify closed eyes. With eyes closed, the Graph seg-mentation cannot precisely discriminate the eyes oftenleading to massive over-segmentation. This signi�cantdeviation in region size and circularity can be preciselydetected by utilizing features F1 and F7, respectively.The results are not perfectly satisfying because theimages with the modern camera setup are too brightand thus sometimes falsify the result of the state ofthe eyes. For this problem a further approach is to nor-malize the histogram of the image before calculatingthe state or to a priori dampen the lighting emissionby applying a sun-glass-like foil onto the camera ob-jective.

7. Outlook

While this paper focuses on a research prototype foranalysing single night vision images for both, modeltraining and eye state classi�cation, future work willfocus on the evaluation of entire video sequences inreal-world scenarios. Thereby, in a �rst phase, dif-ferent sleeping locations with heterogeneous cameradistances and lighting conditions will be evaluated. Thehealthy testing persons thereby will reconstruct di�er-ent emergency situations according to a script preparedfrom medical expert knowledge to simulate relevantemergency situations. From a usability point of viewthe key focus will thereby be laid onto the balance be-tween sensitivity and speci�city of the detection systembesides human-computer-interaction for training ofcustom models.
If these testing series can be evaluated in a positiveway, subsequent clinical studies for actual epilepticpatients can be taken into consideration for future.
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